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Company Background & Business Model Promoter Score 3/5

Company Background: Mech Master is a first-ever 3D Turn-based Mecha Blockchain game, with strategic RPG elements, where 
you can earn tokens through skillful gameplay and smart trading. Here players will have multiple way to earn money: 
Trading/Lending owned Moonland, Mining Build Specialized Facilities on Moonbase to create new Mechas, Equipments and 
Pilots, which then can be traded in the Marketplace and Open Renting Services for your facilities for everyone in the Mech Master 
Universe.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
About Token: Mech Master's Token- is an ERC-20 governance token, based on Polygon, Binance Smart Chain (BSC), and 
PolkaFoundry network for the Mech universe. MECH holders can use their tokens to stake with attractive annual percentage 
rates, play the game, and participate in key governance votes. Players will also be able to earn MECH tokens when competing in 
various in-game activities, events within the Mech universe.

Total IDO Allocation: US$100K | Total Supply: 650M | Public Sale: 312K                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

The project, Mech Master, is founded by 
Hikari Mai. The team has members with 
strong cross domain expertise and quality 
experience.

Mai Ngọc Quang

Hikari Mai has over 10 years 
of experience in the IT 
industry, 7 years as a 
manager in some of the 
largest IT companies in 
Vietnam for the Japanese 

Sector Alpha Sector Score 4.5/5
market, and 2 years of working experience 
in Japan with large scale companies like 
NTT Data and Fujitsu.

We have identified two competitors for Mech Master (1) Chain Guardians and (2) Mist Games. The gaming sector has performed 
well and has yielded healthy returns as compared to the average market returns. This sector has seen a tremendous rise in the 
number of players, hence increasing the competition. We believe the company will compete well in the market and offer steady 
returns. Ron Nguyen

A graduate of RMIT in 
Melbourne, Australia. Ron is 
armed with 10 years of 
experience in marketing, 
and has gained experience 
working with small to large

scale companies in management positions, 
including Line Vietnam, NHG, and 
Enterprise Rent-a-Car.

Tech Maturity Score 3.8/5

Mech Master has a very detailed roadmap 
available. They have a good team strength 
with technical expertise and have clearly 
stated the future goals. They have a long list 
of investors and supports backing their 
project. They are all set to conduct their 
IDO. They have plans to conduct Gacha NFT 
sales, create Mecha Marketplace, enhance 
their DAO platform and equipment and 
others. They have well set plans for the 
upcoming quarters.
They are up to a great start and have great 
opportunities to grow and capture global 
market.
Overall, the project has shown a good 
technical maturity with well set goals for 
the future.

Token Analysis Token Strength Score 3/5

The token allocation for Mech Master is averagely distributed. Majority of the token is allocated to game incentives(24%)  with 
vesting period of 48 months .The liquidity and listing is allocated with 12% which is good and vested over 48 months. The team is 
allocated with 20% and is vested only for 24 months which is less as compared to the industry standards, while the advisors' 
allocation is vested over 24 months which is good as compared to the other players in the market. Overall, the vesting schedule is 
good limiting the scope of token dumping, hence offering steady returns.

Token Details 
Maximum Supply: 650M I Public Sale: 312K

Holding Percentage Months
Seed Sale 3.50% 17

Advisor & Team 20.00% 24
Public Sale 1.20% 7
Treasury 20.00% 48
Airdrop 2.00% 48
Marktng+Partner
s

7.30% 48 Network & Community Score 3.5/5
Private Sale 10.00% 15 Mech Master has social media presence 

across various platforms including 
Telegram, Twitter, Medium, YouTube and 
Discord. The Twitter followers stands at 86.2
k (as on 22 Oct'21) which is a good 

Liquid & Listing 12.00% 48

Game Incentives 24.00% 48

Crypto Market Trends Sentiment Score 75

Despite China’s ban on all the crypto-related transactions and considering illicit financial activity, the crypto market is yet again 
roaring and the sentiment has improved over the past two week. Bitcoin rallied to all time high on the heels of ETF excitement, 
reaching $67,000 and currently trading at $63,000. Ethereum has also caught up the pace and is currently trading at $4,000.

Alongside Bitcoin and Ethereum, the NFT market has seen sky-rocketing 
sales in September. The numbers of buyers and sellers have increased not 
only in the Art sector but also in the Utility sector and Sports sector. Sales 
of NFTs volume surges to $10.7 billion in the third quarter of 2021. The 
most prominent non-fungible token project in October'21 are 
CryptoPunks ($1.4B) followed by Art Blocks ($1.15B) and Bored Ape Yacht 
Club ($1.05B).

Crypto Greed & Fear index suggests that overall market is healthy, also the 
NFTs and Blockchain DeFi gaming is booming and hence we believe 
Mech Master's IDO will sail through.

number as per industry standards. The 
Telegram followers' count stands at 69.9k 
(as on 22 Oct'21) which is higher than the 
competitors in the market.
The team has marketed their project really 
well and has the potential to further 
strengthen their community globally.

Overall, the project is up to a great start 
with robust social media presence and have 
the opportunity to grow further.

Crypto Fear & Greed Index is provided by alternative.me.

Finomena Verdict
Mech Master is a strategic turn-based RPG game where players are open to build their own territory with future technologies 
and protect their homeland. MECH holders can use their tokens to stake with attractive annual percentage rates, play the game, 
and participate in key governance votes. With the sector performing and yielding returns, it is believed that $MECH tokens will 
perform really well in the market. Overall, Mech Master his up to a great start and achieving milestones with increasing networks, 
we believe that it will perform better and yield good returns.

For any queries, clarifications and recommendations, feel free to write us at research@finminity.com

DISCLAIMER: NOTHING HEREIN CONSTITUTES LEGAL, FINANCIAL, BUSINESS OR TAX ADVICE AND YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR OWN LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S) BEFORE ENGAGING IN ANY ACTIVITY 
IN CONNECTION HEREWITH. FINMINITY SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY KIND OF DIRECT OR INDIRECT DAMAGE OR LOSS WHATSOEVER WHICH YOU MAY SUFFER IN CONNECTION WITH ACCESSING THIS DASHBOARD AND ASSOCIATED 
REPORTS OR ANY OTHER WEBSITES OR MATERIALS PUBLISHED BY THE COMPANY.  


